


   S E L F - G U I D E D  T O U R
                Welcome to Little Qualicum Cheeseworks! We hope you enjoy this little mosey around our farm.

1. the Cabin Pioneer Jim Lowry built this log house 
in 1890. It’s now lawn ornament and is not safe to enter 
as it is being reclaimed back to the earth from whence it
came. (Fun fact: you came up Lowry’s Rd. to get here)

2. The Bunnies Highly popular, usually the first 
place towards which kids make a bee-line. They don’t 
seem to mind the company!

3. The Cheeseworks Every day, the 
cheesemakers start in the wee morning hours, 
transforming fresh milk into curds. This process takes 
about 6 hours and, if we’re being honest, is dreadfully 
dull to watch. Take a peek through the windows on the 
off chance you’ll catch some action!

4. Psych! There is no #4.

5. The Farmgate Store & Calfé Here you’ll 
find a friendly host to welcome you and direct you to 
fascinating farm sites, unique regional products, and of 
course delectable cheese! (Seasonal: stop by the calfé 
for a fresh whole-milk latte or something cheesy.)

6. The Milk Dispenser This humble looking but 
exciting contraption was the first of its kind in Canada. 
Follow the instructions to self-serve awesomeness.

7. The Mooseum This is the 1962 milking parlour. 
Now a collection of memories, video presentations, and
dusty artifacts.

8. The Farmall Cub There are two old tractors 
on the property which kids (and adults, who are we 
kidding) are welcome to climb on and pretend to drive; 
this one and the blue one in the picnic area. All the rest 
are REAL tractors with REAL buttons and are nicht fur 
gefingerpoken und mittengrabben. Ist easyschnappen 
der springenwerk, blowenfusen und corkenpoppen 
mitspitzensparken. Dasrubbernecken sightseeren 
keepen hands in das pockets!

9. The Calf Barn Here the babies are fed their 
mommy’s milk plus hay and grain, until weaning.

10. The Animals The place where our friendly 
kritters hang out. You may witness an unlikely alliance 
between sheep, goats, and even llamas.

11. The Heifer Barn A heifer is like a teenager; they
love hanging out in little groups and they’re full of 
conflicting emotions brought on by hormonal changes.

12.The Maternity Pen This is where the cows 
give birth. This has to happen in order to produce milk. 
Usually we don’t intervene as these mamas are quite 
capable of birthing and cleaning up all on their own.

13.The Robotic Milking Barn Shiny, sleek, and
ultra-modern, its functions are way beyond the scope of
this little guide. We reserve the right to close off certain 
areas when machinery is operating as we don’t want to 
scoop you into the mixer wagon.

14.The Juno Our very own R2DMoo, rotating and 
beeping its way along while it pushes up the feed, every
hour on the hour – even at night! Talk about food 
service. (Don’t touch, it’s got a zapper!)

15.  The Picnic Area & Critter Corner Visitors are 
welcome to enjoy their own picnic here during open 
hours. In the summer your can even pop into the Critter 
Corner to chill with the animals (please carry little ones).

This farm is home to a family of humans, 80 +/- domestic mammals, wild animals and avians, fish and swamp dwellers,
and billions of soil organisms the help keep our planet habitable. Let’s all do our bit to respect life.

Thank you for visiting!


